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ABSTRACT
This paper is a first exploration of how privacy requirements could influence the design of each of the processes in a learning analytics framework model under development. The international organization for standardization, ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC36, is working on a reference model specifying a learning analytics process loop of six processes: Learning Activity, Data Collection, Data Storing and Processing, Analyzing, Visualization, and Feedback Actions. All these processes are, according to the framework, influenced by privacy policies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The subcommittee (SC) 36 of the joint technical committee (JTC) 1 under international organization for standardization ISO/IEC launched in 2015 a new Working Group 8 on learning analytics interoperability (LAI). The first work item of this group was to develop a multi-part standard for LAI. Part 1 of this standard will be a reference model describing the key concepts of a workflow for learning analytics (LA).

The aim of this paper is to explore how Privacy Protection and Privacy Policy affect the different processes in the draft LA workflow model of SC36/WG8. This paper, therefore, will use the workflow model in Figure 1 to structure a systematic exploration of interoperability requirements related to privacy.

![Figure 1: Workflow model of the learning analytics process](image)

First, we do a review of research literature on learning analytics, looking for aspects related to data sharing, privacy, data protection, etc. Based on this review we analyze each sub process in order to glean requirements of technical, organizational or policy nature. The result is a table of requirements matched to LA processes. The paper concludes with an outlook of how this work could be brought forward and what contribution the international standards community could make.

This research fits in a Design Science tradition [15, 16] as it is positioned in the first Relevance Cycle (addressing requirements and field testing) of the three research cycles of Design Science [15]. The purpose of the research is to inform standards development by a structured and iterative solicitation and testing of requirements related to privacy issues matching the key concepts of a LA framework model.

2. BACKGROUND
Within the LA research community ethics and privacy have been identified as major issues to address in scaling up learning analytics in education and the workplace [11]. Also in the general discourse on big data it is recognized that "[b]ig data poses big privacy risks" [38].

A study from The European Union Agency for Network and Information Security (ENISA) [9] concluded, "privacy and data protection features are, on the whole, ignored by traditional engineering approaches when implementing the desired functionality". ENISA recommends that standardization bodies should include privacy considerations in the standardization process and provide standards for interoperability of privacy features.

This gap between requirements and design needs to be addressed. In this paper we are exploring how ethical principles and best practices could be turned into technical specifications for architectures and tools. However, in searching for 'hard requirements' we bear in mind that interoperability is a multi-layered concept. We will search for requirements for both the technical, organizational and political (related to practices) challenges the new LA technologies pose.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
For each process the authors' definition of the process introduces the sub section.

3.1 Learning Activity
Learning Activity is the starting point of learning analytics, and learning activities are the source of data for collection. In general, Learning Activity is performed within heterogeneous environments, using a mixture of tools. This process regulates both data release as well as data modeling or profiling to be able to generate learning activity data that could be used for analytics.

The centrality of activities and activity flows is highlighted in a recent report from the LACE project exploring requirements, specifications and adoption of LAI [14]. This report gives an in-depth discussion of specifications like xAPI, IMS Caliper and
W3C Activity Streams and their capabilities in binding activity statements for exchange between systems. Neither of these specifications has embedded privacy requirements, which has raised some debate in the standards community [14]. In order to understand why privacy has come up as an issue in this context we need to understand that these specifications are not only providing a language for talking about activity, but also a means for storing this conversation in LA systems.

Language or speech is perhaps a good metaphor for further analysis because, in the tradition of discourse analysis, the analysis needs to reflect on active tools and actors. One is prompted to ask about actor strategies; how they influence the interaction, genres of discourse, the relationship between the text and the context, power relations etc. This sidestep in reasoning in this paper brings the learner back into the frame; LA is not only about data exhaust of learning, it is about the learners' strategies to achieve life goals. Therefore, it will be a big mistake to exclude from the analysis issues like embodiment of learning [30], learner agency and vulnerability [32], and contextual differences of formal and informal learning [39].

Rambusch and Ziemke [30] found that "activity often appears to be conceived of as a cognitive process which is somehow detached from the body, making the body just an additional tool for the subject and not an integral part of human cognition". Introduction of LA might strengthen the separation of activity (or mind) from the body, a position that Rambusch and Ziemke now find rejected by findings in the field of cognitive neuroscience. Embodiment of learning brings student vulnerability and learner agency to the fore when discussing how we collect and use student data. Vulnerability and agency are the lens Slade and Prinsloo [32] use to explore the ethics of LA. They conclude, in "the context of the fiduciary duty of HEIs and the asymmetrical power relationship, higher education cannot afford a simple paternalistic approach to the use of student data. Such an approach should not be considered appropriate given the complexities within the nexus of privacy, consent, vulnerability and agency" [32].

In maintaining the primacy of learner and her agency in sharing information on her learning activities we still have to situate learning in a more concrete sense. Thomas [39] argues that we have failed to recognize the primacy of 'physical situatedness' to our conceptions of learning itself, and that our difficulty in understanding and articulating the nature of learning is partly brought about by our inability to articulate where learning takes place. When taking in that the real and virtual places, as well as the bodies we inhabit, are essential to understand the nature of learning in our age, the concept of context is emerging as a key analytical construct. Awareness of the different contexts of learning would, in the view of the authors of this paper, lead to seeing informal vs. formal learning more as shades of grey than as black and white.

Context is key to understand what is meant by privacy from an individual's perspective. "When we find people reacting with surprise, annoyance, indignation, and protest that their privacy has been compromised, we will find that informational norms have been contravened, that contextual integrity has been violated" [27, p.25]. A context integrity view on privacy implies that issues of privacy (and data) protection do not have fixed solutions. "Where, for example, anonymizing data, adopting pseudonyms, or granting or withholding consent makes no difference to outcomes for an individual, we had better be sure that the outcomes in question can be defended as morally and politically legitimate. When anonymity and consent do make a difference, we learn from the domain of scientific integrity that simply because someone is anonymous or pseudonymous or has consented does not by itself legitimate the action in question" [5].

### 3.2 Data Collection

**Data Collection** is the process of gathering and measuring information on variables of interest in learning and teaching activities. In this process some features, such as authority and control of data source, interoperability of data, and efficiency of flow and exchange, are required for a system to work.

The flip side of Learning Activity is Data Collection where the individual meets the tools, authorities and agents that pull the data together in preparation for LA. Who should be in control of this process? Does the learner need to let go and leave it to authorities to do their thing? This tension between the individual and the system will prevail throughout all processes of the LA workflow; and, depending what stakeholder role we play, the locus of control will shift between the individual and the system. Where one chooses to put the primacy depends on a host of political, cultural, social and pedagogical factors. However, at the end of the day it is also a question of the efficacy of the system. If only an amiable approach to the learner will release data, then more learner control may be a good direction to go. Or the same approach might be wise if the abundance of data is so big that a paternalistic approach is bound to fail. There are moral arguments why users should be in control of their learning activity data; however, there are also economic arguments, e.g., that it serves an open information market. "The simplest approach to defining what it means to “own your own data” is to go back to Old English Common Law for the three basic tenets of ownership, which are the rights of possession, use, and disposal" [28].

The above definition of ownership leads to a need for an ownership management system, which is close to what we describe as identity management systems in education. These systems are also under development in order to serve wider needs for the individual to maintain her digital identity. Mertens and Rosemann [25] have presented ideas for Digital Identity 3.0, "a platform that puts customers in charge of their data, integrates that data into an evolving and comprehensive representation of their digital and physical world, allows people to share that data selectively in order for the platform to pull proactive services towards them, and unlock new experiences as they connect to their world in new and exciting ways". Digital Identity 3.0 systems are not a reality yet, and nobody knows if the dream of putting the customers in charge of their data will come true. In the meantime, a balanced view of the legitimate interests of the different actor roles in data exchange is advisable. In the process of revising the European data protection laws a number of "opinions" are published by 'Article 29 Data Working Party', an independent European advisory body on data protection and privacy. This process gives useful insights into this new landscape. In Opinion 06/2014 on the notion of legitimate interests of the data controller it is stated: "It also required data controllers to put in place mechanisms to demonstrate consent (within a general accountability obligation) and requested the legislator to add an explicit requirement regarding the quality and accessibility of the information forming the basis for consent" [2].

To give consent to share one's data, the data owners (i.e., the learners) will be more comforted if they know that the data controller have done everything they can to protect their personally identifiable information (PII). Anonymization is one
technique, which is well described by Article 29 in Opinion 05/2014:

"The Opinion concludes that anonymisation techniques can provide privacy guarantees and may be used to generate efficient anonymisation processes, but only if their application is engineered appropriately – which means that the prerequisites (context) and the objective(s) of the anonymisation process must be clearly set out in order to achieve the targeted anonymisation while producing some useful data. The optimal solution should be decided on a case-by-case basis, possibly by using a combination of different techniques, while taking into account the practical recommendations developed in this Opinion." [3]

A pragmatic approach to de-identification suggests that we are able to see the big picture of privacy protection. According to Rubenstein and Hartzog [31] the first law of privacy policy is there is no silver bullet.

"Neither technologists nor policymakers alone can protect us. But we have been missing the big picture. We should think of reidentification as a data release problem. Sound data release policy requires a careful equilibrium on multiple fronts: law and technology, data treatment and data controls, privacy and utility." [31]

A balanced approach to de-identification has implications for design, however, on that subject the research literature analyzed for this paper is quite silent.

3.3 Data Storing & Processing

Data Storing and Processing is the process of preparing and storing data from heterogeneous sources for transport to data analysis, utilizing a standardized data model and representation fit for analysis.

While devices, sensors and networks create large volumes and new types of data, and the cost of data storage is becoming negligible, there is a growing public interest in and demand for the re-use of these data [3].

It is the potential for re-use and the aggregation of datasets from different sources that make the Data Storing & Processing process so volatile when it comes to privacy. This is a new and unprecedented situation, which is exacerbated by the new use of social media in education. "As most work on privacy considers each record of data as corresponding to a unique individual, and records as independent, no mechanism is available to protect individuals’ private information leaked through social links with other users" [21].

The fragility in the storage process is not reflected in the current development of architectures for LA, e.g., ADL Experience API (xAPI) [1] and IMS Caliper Analytics [19].

xAPI introduces a concept of a Learning Record Store (LRS). However, the LRS is only at the receiving end of activities streams, accessed by defined application program interfaces (APIs). IMS includes an EventStore as a development and demo environment rather than a component of a production Caliper system [14]. Neither xAPI nor IMS Caliper deal with privacy issues related to their storage concepts.

The discussion of storage and privacy is still on a conceptual level. In the new online (learning) culture with social data generated and accumulated online, "information privacy is dependent on not one single user, but on a web of users to whom this individual is connected and on the information that they disclose" [41]. Xu proposes the notion of privacy 2.0, acknowledging that information disclosure is co-constructed by users and their social connections, and that privacy responsibilities are distributed through such interpersonal relationships.

If not proposed for large-scale deployment in learning analytics, alternative storage models are being tested. de Montjoye, Shmueli, Wang and Pentland [26] are developing an Open Personal Data Storage solution that protects privacy of metadata through a solution they have termed SafeAnswers. "The goal of SafeAnswers is to turn an algorithmically hard anonymization and application-specific problem into a more tractable security one by answering questions instead of releasing copies of anonymized metadata" [26]. Kitto, Cross, Waters and Lupton [23] are developing a Connected Learning Analytics toolkit including a personalized LRS.

3.4 Analyzing

Analyzing is the process of systematic examination of learning data in order to extract descriptive and possibly predictive knowledge about the learners and their contexts based on questions and models defined by the LA system.

The Analyzing Process is where numbers meet the critical eye, where the abstraction potentially is fed back to the human agency that initiated the flow of data in the first place. We say potentially, because the agency could be delegated to a software agent, an algorithm. The ethical dilemmas pertaining to Analyzing rest in the polysemic of the concept of an analyzing agent, human or machine - or both. A human can be spoken to; in some sense, so is the case with a machine or an algorithm, however, the more abstruse the digital layers between the learner and the Analyzing is, the further from human appeal the conversation gets, and the more privacy could be in jeopardy.

Kitchin [22] has synthesized critical thinking about algorithms and details how they might be variously understood as "black boxed"; heterogeneous, contingent on hundreds of other algorithms, and are embedded in complex socio-technical assemblages; ontogenetic and performative; and "out of control" in their work". In trying to get a handle on what algorithms do with the learner's data, "it may make little sense to interrogate any algorithm singularly, but rather to unpack complex 'algorithmic systems' that are both products of social practices and productive of ways in which other social practices are enacted" [40]. However, this 'unpacking' will prove too much to ask from the individual learner. "[A]lgorithms are difficult to deconstruct, they often have a multiplicity of creators, more than one rationality and can be programmed to evolve over time and 'learn' independently of their creators" [36]. Algorithms derive their social power from their complexity, and the complexity might be found to be too much for an individual to break.

As relegations of decisions about an individual's learning trajectory to automated processes based on algorithms and artificial intelligence "raises concerns about discrimination, self-determination, and the narrowing of choice" [38], countermeasures need to be taken to make the Analyzing process more 'privacy proof'.

"It is imperative that individuals have insight into the decisional criteria of organizations lest they face a Kafkaesque machinery that manipulates lives based on opaque justifications. While we recognize the practical difficulties of mandating disclosure without compromising organizations’ ‘secret sauce,’ we trust that a distinction can be drawn between proprietary algorithms,
which would remain secret, and decisional criteria, which would be disclosed." [38]

The questions initiating learning analytics should be disclosed. However, the layer of 'secret sauce' needs also to be as "thin" as possible. The educational community calls for transparency around algorithms and metrics [33, 34]. There are interoperability standards that make exchange of models and methods [7]. Openness of process, algorithms, and technologies are important for innovation and for meeting the varying contexts of implementation [35, 17]. If analytics technologies are built upon openness the academic community could through research and critique provide some checks and balances that could work against "secret processes and opaque and unaccountable algorithms [that] can hide arbitrary or unfair decision making" [24].

3.5 Visualization

Visualization is the process of interpreting and presenting the analysis result of LA data in a (mainly) visual form that contributes to the understanding of the meaning of the data.

Current information visualization techniques often assume unrestricted access to data, as if confidentiality and privacy were not an issue. However, in this LA Visualization process communication of meaning is the key task. The concept of 'meaning' implies a perspective and an actor role. What is meaningful for the teacher is not necessarily meaningful for the learner. Ideally, a visualization targeted a teacher should be rendered quite differently than the ones targeted a learner.

There is some research on how privacy conditions should be visualized, e.g., Ghazinour et al. [13] delivered a model for privacy policy visualization. This model presupposes that a privacy policy model is defined with properties like purpose, visibility, granularity, retention and constraints. A further development of this work would be to develop user profiles that could be matched with the privacy policy.

Differentiated access to visualizations is of course explored in other fields as health and security, and there are techniques for transformation of data to remove identifiers and sanitize data. For example, Dasgupta and Kosara [10] have proposed a an adaptive technique that based on knowledge about the sensitivity of the data, computes a clustered representation on the fly, which through the use of screen-space privacy metrics, provides the users with visualizations adapted to their screen parameters and interaction.

3.6 Feedback Actions

Feedback Actions serve the results of a cycle of learning analysis back to the learners and their contexts so that corrective actions can be taken.

The feedback process of LA is concerned with mediation of the knowledge gleaned from the data. Not only the learners themselves are on the receiving end; course designers, developers of learning materials, teachers and administrators, etc. are also party to learning analytics.

However, none of these actors are guaranteed that learning analytics results actually are fed back to them. Prinsloo and Slade [29] have been concerned about the ethical implications of knowing, not knowing, and knowing more. The solution is not necessarily in knowing more, but ensuring that once we know, we respond in ethical, caring, disciplined and context-appropriate ways. In education, opting out of learning analytics is not an option, at least not an option given by many providers [29]. The more mandatory a system is, the more checks and balances are needed outside the system itself, tied to the policies of implementation. However, policies and codes of practice [33] are not enough, privacy concerns should also be built into the systems themselves as hard, technical requirements. The alternative to not embarking on such a design work may have grave consequences. It is observed that once the ramifications of big data analytics sink in, people will likely become much more conscious of the ways they are being tracked. The chilling effects on all sorts of behaviors, also learning, could become considerable [38].

4. PRIVACY REQUIREMENTS FOR LAI – SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR DESIGN

Interoperability requirements come in different 'measures', depending on stakeholder perspective and on what interoperability challenge having priority. Cooper and Hoel [7] found that the European Interoperability Framework (EIF) [12] provides a unified view on interoperability and a useful structure to consider issues of data sharing. In this paper three interoperability levels (policy, organizational and technical) are chosen to describe requirements for design of privacy solutions.

Table 1 is the result of a first design cycle based on the literature review in Section 3 and use cases and design efforts, first in the ad hoc group leading up to the establishment of the SC36 WG8, and later in WG8. (It is important to note that members of WG8 are not responsible for this proposal, and that this standards group will not be committed by the results of this analysis.)

Table 1 identifies components of different nature related to each LA process. However, these components may be parts of one or more systems, and the systems may serve other ends than just learning analytics. The components, as they are defined in this first version, may also be partly overlapping in functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Process</th>
<th>Policy requirements</th>
<th>Organizational requirements</th>
<th>Technical requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning Activity</td>
<td>LA Process Ownership Policy</td>
<td>Context Management</td>
<td>Consent to share Activity Data Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Release Policy</td>
<td>Data Release Management</td>
<td>Exchange Monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Collection</td>
<td>Data Governance Policy</td>
<td>Metrics Management</td>
<td>Contextualizing LA Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Identity Management (incl. de-identification)</td>
<td>Identity Management &amp; Privacy Protection Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Storing &amp; Processing</td>
<td>Data Governance Policy</td>
<td>Cloud Storage Policies and Solutions</td>
<td>Personal Learning Record Store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing</td>
<td>Algorithms &amp; Predictive Models Stewardship Policy</td>
<td>Participation in LA development networks (Open LA)</td>
<td>Decision criteria browser</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Visualisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LA Visualization Policy</td>
<td>Code of Practice regarding access to Visualization from LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA Visualization and Feedback Policy</td>
<td>Privacy enhanced visualizations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Feedback Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LA Visualization and Feedback Policy</td>
<td>Code of Practice regarding Feedback from LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA Visualization and Feedback Policy</td>
<td>Accountability systems for feedback from LA systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following the components identified in Table 1 are described more in detail, e.g., in terms of role, function, stakeholder interest, and relation to privacy concerns.

### 4.1 Policy requirements

#### LA Process Ownership Policy
This is a high level policy giving the base rules of why a LA system is put in place, who are using it, why are they using it, and how. For example, the policy defines if the learner has primacy in the process, and when conflicts of interests occur, whose interest should have priority. Stakeholder roles are clarified in this policy, which will position the LA system on a continuum between a radical learner centered system and a fully institutionally controlled system (refer Academic Analytics [4, 6]).

#### Data Release Policy
When learners are asked to share data from their informal learning activities and institutions are informing about how data is released from LMS and library systems, the Data Release Policy is invoked. The policy should give the data subject enough information to be able to build her ‘trust model’ of the system in use.

#### Data Governance Policy
This policy outlines the responsibilities of the data controller, i.e., the institution or the vendor. The policy should explain how metrics are developed and used, and how the data flows between systems are managed. Furthermore, the policy should give high-level principles for choice of data storage and processing technologies, e.g., whether a centralized data warehousing strategy is followed, or whether a more decentralized strategy is chosen. Principles for privacy protection measures for exchange of data between systems should also be defined in this policy.

#### Algorithms & Predictive Models Stewardship Policy
Whether LA systems are developed in-house or provided by a vendor, algorithms and predictive models are subject to continuous development with feedback from a diverse set of users. Whether this is taking place as a black box activity or is led by a policy of openness and transparency is up to the institution. However, the stewardship policy should be described and known to the users of the system.

#### LA Visualization and Feedback Policy
This policy delineates how the LA system responds to its target groups, e.g., learners, teachers, course designer, etc. Principles for design and use of LA dashboards are described, and the policy defines how LA process loops should be managed.

### 4.2 Organizational requirements

#### Context Management
This system defines different contexts for use of LA systems and allows users to define rules of system behavior based on these context definitions.

#### Data Release Management
This system runs the rules defined in the Data Release Policy. A Data Release Management system could be shared by different institutions or school owners.

### Metrics Management
Metrics defines what aspects of the released data will be collected, based on data structures developed according to the Data Governance Policy. Metrics Management controls the calibration and further development of metrics and makes sure that stakeholders are able to exercise the necessary control of the perspectives taken on the collected data.

#### Identity Management (incl. de-identification)
All parts of the LA workflow depends on unique identification of data elements. However, all data grains do not need to be linked to personally identifiable information. An extended identity management system used across institutions and platforms should broker access to data and systems, and reveal enough, but not more—information on the data subject to do analysis on the questions defined.

#### Cloud Storage Policies and Solutions
Cloud storage is an alternative that will be chosen by many institutions and vendors for economical, administrative, technical and other reasons. A Policy will describe the legal state-of-art (e.g., International Safe Harbor Privacy Principles). In addition, the Policy will define positions regarding institutional approaches to data warehousing: personal storage of learning data and possibilities for data sharing.

#### Participation in LA development networks (Open LA Architectures)
Networks of universities, research institutions, vendors etc. play a role in LA development through sharing of data for training algorithms, testing visualization techniques, developing predictive models, etc. By defining policies on commitment to Open Learning Analytics Architectures institutions will increase transparency, trust building and privacy.

#### Code of Practice regarding access to Visualization from LA
This Code of Practice will describe how LA providers use visualizations to improve learning and its contexts for different target groups.

#### Code of Practice regarding Feedback from LA
This Code of Practice will describe how different actors within a LA system get access to, use and feed back on the results of LA process cycles.

### 4.3 Technical Requirements

#### Consent to share Activity Data Service
Via simple and innovative tools this service will allow the user to give the LA system access to self-declared data.

#### Exchange Monitor
This tool gives the user an intuitive overview of all data used for LA to support her learning.

#### Contextualising LA Service
In order to see if a metric is "fair" users of LA systems should be able to see how interventions supported by LA are sitting in an overall process of teaching and learning. The Contextualizing LA Service shows how data metrics are related to learning programs, learning goals, competency frameworks, etc. This service could be part of a more comprehensive TEL system, e.g., a system that bridges a LMS and a competency and activity profile system.

#### Identity Management & Privacy Protection Service
LA tools and services should use external Identity Management & Privacy Protection Service. By serving more than one system, such a service will allow data sharing without compromising privacy and data protection.

#### Personal Learning Record Store
A Personal Learning Record Store gives the learner more control over how data are shared and used. This tool could coexist with other storage technologies, or
could be part of an open participatory learning ecosystem, “which operates outside of the traditional LMS” [23].

**Decision criteria browser:** This tool lets the user explore the algorithms and predictive models used in the LA system in order to learn how they respond to different learning scenarios. The browser could make use of synthetic data to allow the user to test how the LA system would respond to hypothetical learning trajectories.

**Privacy enhanced visualizations:** This tool adapts the rendering of visualizations according to the privacy preferences defined for different user groups and by the users themselves.

**Accountability systems for feedback from LA systems:** This system is used for feedback actions and keeps record of the interaction between the learner and the system, teachers and others that take place in the learning process.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

This paper has developed a first list of requirements at a policy, organizational, and technical level for enhanced privacy and data protection in LA systems based on a literature review scaffolded by a workflow model of LA processes. Approaching the rapidly growing corpus of ‘privacy and big data literature’ using the ISO LA workflow model as a lens proved beneficial for soliciting requirements. However, the proposed design solutions are just a first step towards translating ‘soft’ privacy policies into ‘hard’ organizational and technical solutions.

In order to validate the proposals put forward in this paper the authors would advice a multi-pronged approach. First, there is a need for more use cases. These should be solicited following as a template the ISO/IEC framework model (Figure 1) that has been further developed in this paper. The use cases should be used to drive a new development cycle based on the design requirements identified in this paper.

Second, the proposals should also be tested against privacy frameworks developed in other contexts. ISO/IEC 29100 [20] defines a privacy framework for the protection of personally identifiable information ICT systems. This standard is general in nature and places organizational, technical, and procedural aspects in an overall structure. How will the actors and roles defined in our work fit within the broader framework? And how will the possible flows of PII described in this standard among actors (i.e. PII principal, PII controller, and PII processor) and a third party be handled in a LA context?

We would encourage the standards community to pursue the direction of development of privacy solutions put forward in this paper. There is a need to specify what privacy policies entails in a LA context, and we would like to suggest this as a new and separate part in the multi-part standard ISO/IEC 20748 under development.
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